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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which requirement must be met before an Administrator can perform a search index?

Options: 
A- All products must have at least one image assigned.

B- All products must have a SKU assigned.

C- At least one product must be marked Active.

D- At least one product must have a ProductCode assigned.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
Before performing a search index in Salesforce B2B Commerce, it is crucial that at least one product has a ProductCode assigned (D).

The ProductCode is a unique identifier for products in Salesforce B2B Commerce, and it is essential for indexing and searching products

within the platform. While images (A) and SKUs (B) enhance product listings and navigation, they are not prerequisites for indexing.



Ensuring products are marked as Active (C) is important for them to appear in search results, but the presence of a ProductCode is

fundamental to the indexing process itself.

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An Administrator has automated the rebuild of a store search index. The solution uses a trigger and a custom metadata value. Each time

a product record is created or updated it increments a metadata counter value. If the counter value is divisible by 5, then the rebuild

search index functionality is started using an API call. The automation has worked until today. In the past 10 minutes, 80 products have

been updated. The B2B Store Manager complains that the store search results are out of date. The product changes are missing in the

search results.

What could be the cause of this issue?

Options: 
A- The automation is triggering the search index rebuild too often. The store search index should not be rebuilt more than 10 times per

day.

B- The automation is working as designed. The B2B Store Manager needs to login again to the store to see results of the updated

search index.



C- The automation is triggering the search index rebuild too often. The store search index should not be rebuilt more than five times per

hour.

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
The issue with the search index not reflecting recent product updates could be due to the automation triggering the search index rebuild

too frequently. If the store search index is rebuilt more than five times per hour, as suggested in option (C), it can lead to performance

issues and delays in updating the search results. This frequency can overwhelm the system, leading to a queue of rebuild operations

that can't be processed in a timely manner, causing the search results to become outdated despite the updates to product records.

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An Administrator sets up a new store and imports the product catalog. While verifying the store display, the Administrator notices a

"Products" category that the Store Manager asked to not display.

How can the Administrator fix this?



Options: 
A- Disable the Display in Menu attribute.

B- Enable the Do Not Display in Menu attribute.

C- Disable the Show in Menu attribute.

D- Enable the Hide in Menu attribute.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 
To prevent a 'Products' category from being displayed as requested by the Store Manager, the Administrator should Disable the Display

in Menu attribute (A). This action will remove the category from the storefront navigation menu, ensuring it does not appear to store

visitors. This approach allows for flexibility in managing how products and categories are presented on the storefront, aligning with

business requirements and preferences. The other options, such as Enable the Do Not Display in Menu attribute (B), Disable the Show

in Menu attribute (C), and Enable the Hide in Menu attribute (D), are not standard attributes in Salesforce B2B Commerce for controlling

menu display.



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Where can an Administrator configure an alternative or new checkout flow?

Options: 
A- Checkout Button on the Cart page

B- Experience Builder on the Checkout page

C- Store tile in the Commerce app

D- Process Builder Button in Experience Builder

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
An Administrator can configure an alternative or new checkout flow in the Store tile in the Commerce app (C). This area provides access

to store configurations, including checkout process customizations. The Commerce app's Store tile allows administrators to define and

manage various aspects of the checkout experience, such as payment options, order review, and final confirmation steps, ensuring a

seamless and efficient checkout process for users. The Checkout Button on the Cart page (A), Experience Builder on the Checkout page



(B), and Process Builder Button in Experience Builder (D) are not the primary locations for configuring the checkout flow in Salesforce

B2B Commerce.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What configuration steps are required to send Order confirmation emails to

Buyers?

Options: 
A- Create an Email template, Set up Organization-Wide Addresses, Create an Email Alert, dd an Auto-launched flow

B- Create a Trigger on Order Status change and invoke the Buyer Confirmation Email flow from the Trigger code

C- Locate the existing 'Buyer Confirmation Email' sub-flow, Add it to the Checkout flow as an invocable action

D- Check the box called ''Activate Order Confirmation to Buyers'' in the Commerce Apps Store Administration

Answer: 



A

Explanation: 
To send Order confirmation emails to Buyers, the necessary configuration steps include Creating an Email template (A) to define the

content and format of the email, Setting up Organization-Wide Addresses to ensure emails are sent from a verified domain, Creating an

Email Alert to trigger the email sending process, and Adding an Auto-launched flow to automate the email sending process based on

specific criteria or events, such as order confirmation. This setup ensures that buyers receive timely and informative confirmation emails,

enhancing the customer experience.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two types of data are supported by the Multilevel Navigation Menu Component in B2B Commerce?

Options: 
A- System Link



B- Data Source

C- External URL

D- Event

Answer: 
A, C

Explanation: 
The Multilevel Navigation Menu Component in B2B Commerce supports System Link (A) and External URL (C) as types of data. System

Links are used to navigate within the B2B Commerce application, facilitating a seamless user experience by linking to internal pages or

resources. External URLs allow the integration of links to external websites, which can be crucial for providing additional product

information, manufacturer details, or external resources. Data Source (B) and Event (D) are not typically supported by the navigation

menu component as they serve different purposes in the context of B2B Commerce.

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Why is the System Context with Sharing---Enforces Record-Level Access important to B2B Commerce?



Options: 
A- It is required to check out

B- It is required to synchronize content

C- It is required for guest browsing

D- It is required to view products in the storefront

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
The System Context with Sharing---Enforces Record-Level Access (D) is crucial to B2B Commerce because it ensures that users can

only view products and related data that they are authorized to see, maintaining data security and privacy. This setting is particularly

important for storefronts where products need to be displayed according to specific customer agreements, contracts, or profiles. It

doesn't directly relate to checkout (A), content synchronization (B), or guest browsing (C), but rather to the fundamental aspect of

product visibility and access control on the storefront.
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